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Appointed: Vanda Scartezini

Our working group will address topics related to generic name policies 
ongoing within the At Large community of the ICANN ecosystem.

The main CCWG in which these issues are being discussed are: 

1) New gTLD Subsequent Procedures – which seeks to establish 
principles for the development of the rulebook for upcoming calls for 
the creation of new high-level generic domain names..

Here the e-mail of the Staff for those who want to join as an Observer: 
gnso-secs@icann.org

Here the link were you can find the recently meeting: 
https://community.icann.org/display/NGSPP/2019-02-
04+New+gTLD+Subsequent+Procedures+PDP.

And here you can find documents related to discussions held since 2 years.  
We are on final stretch but still there are too much to contribute:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ea-CjtL-
heQjEwTesr7MYC_8gFEvmhY8XBCWTvoan6g/edit#gid=2003620097

Agenda Wiki: https://community.icann.org/x/fpsWBg

This CCWG was divided in 5 Subgroups besides the Main and, for now, only 
the WT-B and WT-5 groups are working.  I (Vanda) am registered within WT-B 
and Adrián and Olga (from Argentina, ALS Incluirme) are registered within 
WT-5.  
 

2) Auction Proceeds - which seeks to establish the principles so that the
resource that was received as a consequence of the auctions (to 
resolve the disputes between two proposals of equal TLDs in the 2012 
round) can be used and in a controlled way for future developments of 
technologies for the Internet and other relevant points within ICANN's 
bylaws and its mission.

This is a very interesting CCWG because these resources will be destined to 
projects around the world and may be of interest to some organization in 
your Country.
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Here the e-mail of the Staff for those who want to join as an Observer: 
gnso-secs@icann.org

Aquí el link con la documentación del trabajo del grupo. Estamos trabajando 
también en reta final en esto CCWG.
And here you can find documents related to discussions. We are on final 
stretch too: 

https://community.icann.org/display/CWGONGAP

Wiki agenda page: https://community.icann.org/x/GZgWBg here you can find 
the discussion during meeting.

Other topics that may be relevant to take cognizance of, for example: the 
Temporary Data Registration Specifications that was reaffirmed by the ICANN
board. – see the link:  https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-
3A__newsalerts.icann.org_f00jd0P0lg000R22CNEtz00&d=DwMFaQ&c=FmY1u
3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=mrDeztziKLa7gZqGADzxcnHA
3QXmXYsnChWYBR4NElI&m=Ss5FMs47v2W1nvGq-
1YLT3XYYSCBAUKYaPjtMBYCBlU&s=w7x4XjGEYAm8d3EbvWSewDwF2kLO_wW
LFQJITkhxkrc&e=

3) The proposal for this group.
a) Discuss the points of interest that are under discussion.
b) Clarify doubts from colleagues.
c) Look for ideas to contribute with LACRALO positions in these 
discussions.
d) Help to create positions in LACRALO that can be used by our 
representatives in ALAC to define the formal position of the ALAC.

We invite everyone to participate.

  Hugs

Vanda Scartezini
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